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FOURTH CERTIFICATION OF RECTIFICATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS

Schedule XXIV - Finland

The Permanent Mission of Finland has transmitted to the secretariat the
attached list of rectifications to Schedule XXIV - Finland annexed to the
Geneva (1967) Protocol.

If no objections are notified to the secretariat by thirty days from the date
of this document, the rectifications submitted by the Permanent Mission of Finland
will be considered to have been approved and will be incorporated in the Fourth
Certification of Rectifications and Modifications.

QUATRIEME DECLARATION DE RECTIFICATION ET DE MODIFICATION

Liste XXIV - Finlande

La mission permanente de la Finlande a faith parvenir au secr6tariat la liste
ci-jointe de rectifications à la Liste XXIV - Finlande, annexee au Protocole de
Gen3ve (1967) .

Si aucune objection n'es. notifi6e au secretariat dans les trente jours qui
suivront la date du pr6sent document les rectifications present6es par la mission.
permanente de la Finlande seront considerees comme approuv6es et seront incorpor6es
dans la Quatri3me D6claration de rectification et de modification.
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GENEVA (1967 ) PROTOCOL

SCHEDULE XXIV - FINLAND

PART I

Most Favoured-Nation Tariff

Item 08.04

Insert the following sub-item:

"100 - fresh 10%

Item 29.11

Delete the two rates of duty "free" and "binding" shown against the
main heading.

Item 29.16

The words"- acids and their salts:" should be deleted.

The sub-items should read:

"901 - phenoxyacetic aids and their derivates

909 - other

15%
free

7.5%
binding"

Item 30.03

The sub-item numbers "ex 303"' should read "ex30.03".

Item 32.09 :

The first sub-item "ex 210" should read:

"ex210 - - - cellulose varnishes and cellulose
lacquers

Delete the following sub-item:

"'ex210 - - - other

30%

15%

15%"

7.5%"

Item 34.01

The following sub-item should be inserted:

"800 - toilet soap in hand size pieces;
shaving soap

The following sub-item should be deleted:

"900 - other (than toilet soap in hand

size pieces and shaving soap)
and replaced by:

"900 - other

p. kg. 4:-

25%

25%

5%"

3:60"
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GENEVA (1967) PROTOCOL

SCHEDULE XXIV - FINLAND

PART I (continued).

Item 40.11

In the first two sub-items "ex029" the Concession Rate of Duty should
read "25%" instead of "27%"

Item 45.04

Insert the following sub-item:

"100 - plates, sheets, blocks and similar
rough articles, and tubes and pipes 10% 5%"

Item 62.05

Sab-item "006": the wards "min. duty p. 1 kg" should read "min. duty each".

Item 64.01

In the description of the first sub-item "ex64.01" delete the words
"with uppers of rubber".

Item 66.01

The rates of duty should read: "40% 20%
min. duty each 4:- 2:-"

Item 73.29

The description of the last sub-item "ex73.29" should read:

n_ other chain and parts thereof (than forged,
welded or cast chain and parts thereof and
other Gall's chain and their parts)"

item 73.38

The four sub-items "ex73.38" should be repla ed by:

"ex73.38 - articles for domestic purposes and
parts thereof, excluding those of
stainless steel and enamelled goods
not being of cast iron 15% 7.5%

ex73.38 - builders' sanitary ware for indoor-
use and parts thereof, of cast iron
or of stainless steel and enamelled
goods, except baths, of other iron
or steel 15% 7.5%"
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GENEVA (1967) PROTOCOLSCHUDULE XXIV - FINLAND
PART I (continued)

Item 84.15

Insert before sub-item 800 the following sub-item:

"ex400 - - other 15% 7.5%"

Item 84.56

Delete sub-item "900" and replace it by the following:
"ex900 - parts of other machines than those

for crushing or grinding earth,
stone, ores or other solid mineral
substances 12% 6%"

Item 85.15

The description of sub-item "001" should read:

"001 - radio navigational and aviation aid
apparatus, radar apparatus and radio
remote control apparatus"

Item 87.02

Sub-item "600" should read:

"600 - motor vehicles, other:

ex600 - - chassis fitted with engines and cabs,
excluding diesel engined chassis for
lorries of a total weight of not
less than 10 metric tons 14-15% 8%

- - other:

ex600 - - - lorries, excluding new diesel
engined lorries of a total weight
of not less than 10 metric tons 14% 8%

ex600 - - - other, excluding diesel engined
motor buses 14-15% 8%"

item 93.06

Sub-item "100": the rates of duty should read:


